This paper describes an impairment commonly encountered in an OFDM system that must be considered in the design that is peak average power ratio (PAPR). In these studies, a statistical approach to analysing PAPR is suggested. The PAPR statistics of OFDM and VFFT-OFDM are studied by simulation of the statistical distribution of the quantity that is the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the PAPR. The simulation results show that the simulated CCDF of PAPR, the 1% PAPR of OFDM is about 11.40 dB, whereas for VFFT-OFDM this rises to less than 3% of the time. Simulations show that by employing VFFT in OFDM system results in a 0.55 dB deterioration in the PAPR 1% of time.
Introduction
Due to its suitability for high data-rate systems and its spectral efficiency, OFDM is being considered for the next generation of wireless broadband multimedia communication systems such as Fourth Generation (4G) wireless services. A significant improvement in spectral efficiency will be required in order for 4G systems to provide true broadband access. A "real" 4G air-interface to be developed may support data rates of the order of 100 Mbps at full mobility [1, 2] .
One of the major drawbacks of OFDM is its large envelope fluctuations, usually measured by a parameter termed the peak average power ratio, or PAPR. The occasional signal excursions with a power much higher than the average can exceed the amplifier range, resulting in a clipping of the signal. OFDM signals therefore cause serious problems such as a severe power penalty at the transmitter, which is prohibitive for use in portable wireless systems where the terminals are powered by battery [3, 4] . Several methods for PAPR technique reduction have been investigated in the literature [5] .
VFFT)-OFDM was introduced to reduce the implementation complexity of the FFT-OFDM (conventional OFDM) [6] , where VFFT can take a variety of forms, replacing the FFT either exactly (with floating-point accuracy) or at various levels of approximation. Approximate forms with lower complexity reduce both computational load and system implementation complexity. By implementing the concept of the IDFT/DFT pair into the application of the corresponding pair, IVFFT/VFFT, in the OFDM transmitter and receiver, respectively.
In this paper, the PAPR and statistical behaviour of OFDM and VFFT-OFDM signals are presented. The statistical distribution of PAPR is described to understand the quantity of the PAPR of OFDM and VFFT-OFDM.
can cause excessive drain on the batteries of portable equipment. In addition, any amplifier nonlinearity causes inter-modulation products resulting in unwanted out-of-band power.
The high peak signal that results from coherent superposition among modulated sub-carriers can also be illustrated as in Fig. 2 . At time t=0.25 sec, the four signals that are signal 1 (f=1), signal 2 (f=4), signal 3 (f=3) and signal 4 (f=2) have the same peak value. A multi-carrier signal is obtained from the summation of these signals, which results in a new signal with high peak of approximately four times an individual signal. The ratio of the instantaneous peak power and average power of this multi-carrier signal is measured as PAPR. 
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A multi carrier signal is the sum of many independent signals modulated onto sub-channels of equal bandwidth. Let us denote the collection of all data symbols X n , n=0,1,2,…,N-1, as a vector
T that termed as data block, where N is the number of sub-carriers. The transmitted complex baseband of the OFDM signal x(n) is expressed in (1):
where n f n f = ∆ , and ∆f=1/Nts, T U =Nts is the duration of the useful data block. The PAPR of the transmit signal can be defined as
The numerator indicates the peak signal power and the denominator indicates the average signal power of the OFDM transmitted signal. The PAPR of the continuous-time OFDM signal cannot be computed precisely by the use of the Nyquist sampling rate [7] . For the better approximation of PAPR, signal samples are obtained by over-sampling in (1) T and obtained as [5] ( ) ( ) ( ) n 1 2 rf ts n n =0,r=0,1,.. 
It can be seen that the sequence {x(r)} can be interpreted as the IDFT of the data block X with (U-1)N zero-padding. With U=4, the PAPR can be computed to sufficient accuracy and the peaks sufficiently captured [5, 8] . Then, the PAPR computed from the U-times over-sampled time-domain signal samples is given by Statistical Behaviour of OFDM Symbol Envelope. Nyquist frequency sampling (U=1) will now be assumed for analysis of the statistical behaviour of an OFDM symbol envelope. Each sample of the real and imaginary part of a symbol is the linear combination of N independent variables, which are identically distributed in the case that each sub-carrier has the same modulation. From the central limit theorem, if N is sufficiently large it follows that the sample statistics are approximately described by a Gaussian distribution [5] . The probability density function (pdf) of in-phase and quadrature components of a complex sample can be expressed respectively as [9] ( ) as quadrature components of a complex sample of the symbol. The complex signal is then given by x n + jy n , i.e. by the complex sum of two random Gaussian variables; it follows that the absolute value of each of its samples (the amplitude of OFDM signal) is distributed according to a Rayleigh function while the power distribution becomes a central chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom [5, 10] .
OFDM PAPR Statistics.
For any given block of data, the PAPR is a random variable since it depends on the data symbols. The signal is difficult to quantity because of its inherent randomness and inconsistencies. In order to extract useful information from this noise-like signal, we need a statistical description of the power levels in this signal. Assuming that the data symbols are selected randomly from a set of Q complex number, there are Q N unique OFDM waveforms per block. Of these waveforms, some have a high PAPR, while others have a relatively low PAPR. Therefore, it is desirable to understand the statistical distribution of this quantity. In the literature, the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the PAPR is commonly used [35, 86] . This denotes the probability that the PAPR of a data block exceeds a given threshold. The CCDF of the PAPR of a data block with Nyquist rate sampling is defined as
and it is derived as [3] { 
This expression assumes that the N time-domain signal samples are mutually independent and uncorrelated. This is not true, however, when over-sampling is applied [5] . Fig. 3 shows the simulated CCDF for an OFDM signal with 64 sub-carriers using QPSK modulation scheme and over-sampling factor U=4. It is shown that an OFDM signal has a PAPR that exceeds 11.4 dB for less than 1% of the data blocks for N = 64. In this case, we say that the 1% PAPR of an OFDM signal is 11.4 dB. The closer the CCDF curve is to the vertical axis, the better its PAPR characteristic. VFFT-OFDM PAPR Statistics. Fig. 4 compares the PAPR measurements of OFDM and VFFT-OFDM, with QPSK modulation and number of sub-carriers N=64. The PAPR is plotted in terms of 422 Recent Decisions in Technologies for Sustainable Development decibels and only for values equal to or exceeding 0 dB, since this is the range of power ratios that directly determines the required transmit power back-off. As is illustrated in Fig. 4 , for OFDM PAPR values of greater or equal to 11.40 dB occur less than 1% of the time, whereas for G-OFDM this rises to less than 3% of the time. In addition, simulations show that by employing the G matrix in OFDM system results in a 0.55 dB deterioration in the PAPR 1% of time. 
Summary
In this paper we have studied the PAPR of OFDM and VFFT-OFDM statistically by means of simulated CCDF curves. From the simulated CCDF of PAPR, the 1% PAPR of OFDM is about 11.40 dB, whereas for VFFT-OFDM this rises to less than 3% of the time. Simulations show that by employing VFFT in OFDM system results in a 0.55 dB deterioration in the PAPR 1% of time.
